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As part of this innovation, players now physically collide and receive collision physics, making both goalkeepers and the ball feel more responsive.
Throughout the complete game simulation, the player can receive realistic collisions from the players in front of them, whether they are being tackled or
being supported in a tackle. The accuracy of the collisions has been enhanced through the use of the latest integration of 3D scan technology for the
accurate translation of a player’s body shape to the real-life player. This allows for a more realistic collision and sends the ball flying off the pitch.
Additionally, players can receive realistic aerial collisions thanks to the 3D scanning techniques used in the development of the player’s animation
model, allowing for their movement to be updated in real time to reflect the player’s physical build. This renders many of the previously animated and
virtual elements of the game, such as the ball, to feel more authentic. The HyperMotion Technology also affects the player’s animations, making them
more fluid and realistic. FIFA 22 also supports the various languages used in the world. We have included Russian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese,
French, German, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Czech, Hungarian, and Korean. If you experience any issues, please contact us at EA_Support@ea.com. New
Gameplay Features Online Balance Unique user matchmaking for FIFA and other EA SPORTS titles, as well as support for leaderboards on multiple
platforms. Pre-Match Quick Starts Defining and customizing the starting lineup from within the game before going live, including real-time substitutions.
Custom Tactics Set custom tactics that can be tested before going live. DreamTeam Create a custom squad with the best players from all 21 clubs,
including retired greats, and play the game like a pro with your very own personalized team. New Faces, New Places Get the authentic feel of the reallife teams by putting together your favorite squad of legends using your favorite real-life players. Become a Club Legend Personalize your club using the
images of your favorite players, from the 19th century up to today. NHL®PA Integration Football matches now go seamlessly into the NHL®PA Mode,
allowing football fans to experience their favorite hockey teams competing
Fifa 22 Features Key:
The most authentic FIFA football experience
Numerous improvements including the introduction of new celebrations, Ball Physics and Frostbite Engine
New Player TacklingSystem
Dynamic Time of Flight (RTX) for delivering lifelike, reactive environments and characters
Motion Scanner Technology, which tracks all on-field players and provides complete, 360-degree player motion replays that you can directly manipulate
Real-World Player Depth Technology (RPDT), a mixture of Enhanced Player Models and ONFOV displays adds depth and realism to on-field players, such as preserving how real-world players look and feel when viewed at extreme angles
Gaikai Cloud gaming functionality introduced to run simulations against live counterparts and network content files
FIFA TV™ – A dedicated all-encompassing live TV and esports channel, powered by officially licensed digital and broadcast networks to deliver exclusive programming, designed to make FIFA just as addictive and entertaining as the real-world FIFA Football
experience
Real-World Player Depth System (RWD) – RWD is the most advanced player model in the history of the FIFA franchise
New Goalkeeper – with advanced AI Motion Controls that will respond to the ball and your every input throughout the match
High-Quality Player Speeds and Kicks – New high quality player speeds and kicks, with greater range, power and agility
Enhanced Player Intelligence – Raise the game with enhanced player intelligence and anticipation
New All-New Defensive AI – Dynamic strategy, formation changes and active multi-layer defence. The more you compete, the more tactical complexity you will experience
New Player Movements – Players will now better execute new defensive and offensive actions. Just as they do in real-life
Goal Line Technology, where players will only ever touch the ball when they are on the goal line. Official touchline technology means that the ball will never be in the wrong position, nor could a player receive the ball offside
Combos are more diverse this year with counter attacks and set pieces becoming a key feature of the game
FIBA Events –
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FIFA is the pinnacle of everything football. Experience the emotion of the big moments, test your tactical nous with a host of new methods, or show
off your skills and technique with the brand new skills engine. FIFA offers complete freedom to play the way you want with an incredible range of
pitch, crowd, and player emotion. #FIFA22 #TheFutureOfFootball MMA, THE FUTURE OF SPORTS Training hard and then competing in the octagon to
see which fighter is the best is nothing new. In fact, it’s been the driving force behind world-class sports since the dawn of time. But the future of
sports is in mixed martial arts and there’s no way to ignore the industry’s seismic shift over the last decade. The MMA game is about to take a huge
step forward, and #FIFA22 is the platform for this milestone. Experience more than 45 new punches, kicks, grapples and throws, and 10 brand new
submission types: Triangles To Sleep: Throw fighters into a submission without the use of a technique that has been widely used in the Ultimate
Fighting Championship (UFC) Trap: Combining distance control and body locking mechanics, this submission creates an invisible barrier that can be
pushed against, channeled or thrown Guard Breaker: Stopping an opponent’s advance when they’re in the guard, this submission is initiated from
one of the leg takedowns Hook in Guard: Chain into a leglock while holding the opponent’s leg in the guard Shoulder into Throat This submission is
initiated when a fighter leans forward and sinks a shoulder into the opponent’s neck. Rear Naked Choke: Combining distance control and body
locking mechanics, this submission creates an invisible barrier that can be pushed against, channeled or thrown In this submission, opponents can
be headbutted or grappled to initiate the choke. Rear Naked Choke: Combining distance control and body locking mechanics, this submission
creates an invisible barrier that can be pushed against, channeled or thrown Knee Attack: Initiated from a striking technique, this submission blocks
an opponent’s path to a takedown X-Rage: Highly dynamic, X-Rage uses X-strikes, the puncturing power of the bc9d6d6daa
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Create your dream FUT team by collecting, training and upgrading over 40,000 player cards – with the most accurate physical match-ups in
franchise history – and compete in franchise tournaments to win the coveted FIFA Ultimate Team Player of the Season award. Customise your
gamers with unparalleled depth and variety, and invite FIFA Ultimate Team to your social networks so everyone can keep up with your activity.
Trophies – Collect or unlock over 150 iconic trophies and compete for the ultimate titles in your career, including the FIFA World Cup™, UEFA
Champions League, UEFA Europa League, and Club World Cup™. Each trophy comes with its own challenge to test your skill. Player Career – Take
your manager’s relationship with your players to the next level in one of six unique Player Career paths. With over 30 career tracks to choose from,
tackle new challenges and rise through the ranks of the Pro’s hierarchy. Take to the pitch as a player and compete for points and titles, and climb
the FUT overall ranking system to earn unique badges and climb the Leaderboard. MLS – This season, there is no escape from the Premier League.
Make or break your playoff hopes in the first of two post-season games. MLS Playoffs – Season comes to a close with the American Major League
Soccer playoffs. With the top eight teams going into playoffs, field your All-Star team and face them in a tiebreaker for the final spot in the MLS Cup
Unlock the Bay Area Stadiums The San Jose Earthquakes, Oakland Raiders, and San Francisco 49ers add club-specific stadium models to the bay
area. Players can visit the stadiums to customise their club fan experience before their next home match. EVENTS Stay connected to the world of
FIFA as the Official EA SPORTS FIFA Fan Zone is back. FIFA’s largest annual community event is packed with gaming and social activities.
Tournaments, meet and greet opportunities, giveaways, and FIFA lifestyle content await. FIFA fans from across the globe will gather in the north
area of the event for the FIFA World Cup™ Fan Fest hosted by international soccer superstar Alan Carr. There’ll also be plenty of FIFA activities to
come. Stay tuned to FIFA’s social media channels throughout the event for more details on these and other FIFA events that fans can enjoy. Get
Involved Take part in the FIFA World Cup™ Official Fan Fest to earn FIFA World Cup™ Collection items. Sign
What's new:
The numbers inside an open goal may now be controlled by the keeper, improving the keeper’s chances of scoring in those types of situations.
Dribbling: Passes complete through a defender or in off the rebound can now be timed with the new “bounce” input. This lets you use your preferred technique
for aerial passes.
Real feeling small-scale appeals, to help you understand the consequences of your actions in the penalty box.
Tackles that strip the ball from your attacker will now be issued as yellow or red cards.
New videos and imagery insert within online gameplay, plus X-rated gameplay style features including out-of-the-box hairstyles.
New Amateur league feature (available to Pro players only – take on the role of the nations’ best and brightest amateur players – including first-time
internationals) – available in the “My Club” section of Career Mode, “Player Markets” and the Skill Games.
Improved online functionality. Now includes file transfers of any supported file types.
New Sounds studio, with 51 high fidelity, 360-degree sounds recorded in and around the World Cup stadiums. Also includes boot scrape sounds.
Online matchmaking connected with friends.
Two new commentary teams to call FIFA Ultimate Team and Player Career modes.
New FC Barcelona stadium. Now includes an indoor practice and first-team locker room.
All returning coaches can be back with a few new moves and inspiration – which fans will have to apply in order to win the right to coach at their dream club.
For the first time in a FIFA title, more player behaviours are included. Players now show more of the crowd, worry less about team-mates or opponents, and
talk more to each other.
Officials will now stand in an attacking half of the penalty area. Further strengthen the game’s counter-attacking opportunities. More than 10,000 fouls were
recorded by referees during the FIFA World Cup alone.
The Competition Guidelines feature will be key for all clubs, both big or small, and FIFA 22 will bring them with it.
More
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Put your best foot forward with FIFA 22, the most authentic football game in the series' history. FIFA in the box The most
realistic and customizable game engine to date lets you truly build and play any player you can imagine. Power your player
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with the most detailed and lifelike visual fidelity yet, including improved cover recognition on players, crowd animations and
goal celebrations. Gorgeous animations showcase your players on the pitch. Real-world footwork and movement, subtle ball
control and fluid passing, and dynamic celebrations let you control the action every step of the way. With the Player Impact
Engine you can exert control over every single move a player makes on the pitch with new reactive defending, ball-swatting
DMs, and a revised tackling system. An all-new Speed Combo System lets you jump and control your players with pace and
finesse. Dig deep Jump into a game and you’ll be instantly immersed in the contest. The atmosphere is close to what you see
on TV. FIFA 22 brings more emotion and feeling to this most popular gaming franchise than ever before. New events set
against diverse crowd reactions, commentary, updated referee behaviour and more make watching and playing games fun on
and off the pitch. Taking control As you build and select your teams, you can now evolve an entire playbook for any tactic you
desire. Re-shape your formation by selecting your players, and you can adapt on the fly by pressing RB and LB to instantly
switch formations. Create your favourite team out of familiar faces, or draft your team’s entire roster from new players. Design
and shape your playing style with varied tactical set-ups and formations. Game Face & Goalkeeping Game Face lets you
customise your players’ appearance in-game with new option to add the player's tattoos and hair. Adjust your game face with
cool options including custom face textures and embellishments. Rest assured your digital player will look just as cool as the
real-world models, even if you’re using a lower resolution profile. Add your player’s age and hair length, and you’ll be able to
customize the player's look for better or worse. Advanced Ball Control Through the new Real Player Motion engine, react
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System Requirements:

*Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, or Vista (64-bit systems are not supported) *1GB or more RAM *1 GB or more of hard disk space
*Online connection to the internet *This guide will be updated, so make sure you keep an eye on it!* Xbox One *1 GB or
more of
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